Abstract-Treatment planning based on numerical simulation before cryosurgery is an indispensable way to achieve exactly killing of tumors. Furthermore, intraoperative prediction based on monitoring results can lead to more accurate ablation. However, conventional serial program is difficult to meet the challenge of real-time assistance with complex treatment plans. In this study, two parallel numerical algorithms, i.e. parallel explicit scheme and Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI) scheme using the block pipelined method for parallelization, based on an effective heat capacity method are established to solve three-dimensional phase change problems in biological tissues subjected to multiple cryoprobes. The validation, speedups as well as efficiencies of parallelized computations of the both schemes were compared. It was shown that the parallel algorithms developed here can perform rapid prediction of temperature distribution for cryosurgery, and that parallel computing is hopeful to assist cryosurgeons with prospective parallel treatment planning in the near future.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cryosurgery is one of the most important therapies for treating tumors. Due to the advantages of hemostasis, painlessness and preventing postoperative infection [1] , it has triggered a surge of interest in fields of skin [2] , breast [3] , prostate [4] , liver [5] , etc.
Optimal treatment planning strategy is the key factor to cryosurgery. It includes imaging the size, shape, number and location of tumors by three-dimensional image technology, determining the optimal cryoprobe layout (such as insertion paths, depths and the number of cryoprobe), and finally confirming the operative procedure (such as the sequence of insertion and the duration of freezing), all with the help of numerical calculation. Various medical image systems have been used in clinical practice. Numerical computing also has facilitated the surgeons' works. Yet, computing by a conventional serial program consumes a substantial amount of time in prediction, which presents a hurdle for resulting rapid treatment planning, especially involving irregularly shaped tumor tissues and multiple cryoprobes.
Additionally, real-time monitoring during operation, including the size, shape and location of ice ball, for predicting phase change and drawing up further treatment planning is a major goal of cryosurgery but still timeconsuming. It is more sensitive to time.
As above mentioned, the serial program is a hurdle to both the preoperative determination of treatment planning and the intraoperative predication. Instead, parallel computing, which is mature in theory and has been widely applied, is proposed in the current study to enhance computing performance. Explicit scheme is a basic algorithm in parallel computing, since it is easy in comprehension as well as parallelized expediently. However, it is impractical in high-resolution problems owing to severe time step restriction [6] . Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI) scheme is later proposed to overcome this drawback. It is substantially an iterative algorithm, splitting every iteration step into a sequence of one-dimensional, tridiagonal implicit solvers [7] , which is relatively easier in parallelization to multi-dimensional implicit scheme. ADI scheme is equivalent to explicit scheme in calculated quantity at certain time step, but it can significantly reduce the overall run time for its avoiding time step restriction by implicitly discretizing partial differential equations.
In this study, two parallel algorithms were developed to accelerate the numerical simulation in threedimensional biological tissues embedded with tumor tissues during cryosurgery. Based on our previous studies [8, 9] , we parallelized the serial explicit scheme program on freezing problems associated with phase change and multiple cryoprobes. ADI scheme were introduced thereafter. It is generally acknowledged that ADI can hardly be implemented on distributed-memory parallel computers on account of large amount of data communications. With the purpose to alleviate this difficulty, many methods are proposed, including the transpose strategy [10] , fractional steps methods [6] , the pre-propagation scheme [11] combined of message vectorization, the block single parallel partition algorithm [12] combined with message vectorization, and the block pipelined method [13, 14, 15] . The block pipelined method can be used to parallelize existing serial programs easily, and coordination between communication and computing can lead to a better speedup [13] . We adopted this method to parallelize ADI scheme and compared its speedup and efficiency with the counterpart of parallelized explicit scheme.
II. DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM

A. Physical Application
The biological tissue is modeled as a rectangular solid (0.05m 0.1m 0.1m), embedded with a cubic tumor tissue (0.018m 0.018m 0.018m). The x = 0 surface is skin surface, the x = 0.05 surface body core surface, others are adiabatic surfaces. During cryosurgery, three cryoprobes are inserted into tumor tissues. For the sake of computational simplicity, cylindrical cryoprobes are simplified as cuboids. The boundary conditions at cryoprobe tip and shank are constant temperature and adiabatic boundary condition, respectively. The location of such probes and tumor are listed in Table . 
B. Mathematical fomulation and Boundary Condition
Multi-dimensional bioheat transfer by the classic bioheat equation [16] was used in the current work, and the relationship for unfrozen tissues is described as:
For the absence of blood flow and metabolic activities in the frozen tissues, the energy equation is defined by: C denote the heat capacities of unfrozen tissue, frozen tissue and blood, respectively; X contains the Cartesian coordinates x , y and z ; t is the time of heat transfer; u k and f k are respectively the thermal conductivity of unfrozen tissues and frozen tissues; b ω is the blood perfusion; u T , f T and a T are the temperatures of unfrozen tissue, frozen tissues and arterial blood, respectively; and m Q is the metabolic heat generation. 
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Tumor ( According to the principles of phase change [17] , temperature continuum and energy equation at the moving interface are given as (hypothesizing that the densities of unfrozen and frozen tissues are same and constant):
where ρ is the density of biological tissues, L the latent heat of tissues, n v is the normal velocity of moving interface.
Due to highly nonlinear property of the above phase change problem in biological tissue, intricate iteration at the moving boundary is inevitable if directly discretizing the governing equations. In this study, the effective heat capacity method, firstly proposed by Bonacina et al. [18] , was applied to avoid this time-consuming work. The advantage of this method is that a fixed grid can be used for the numerical computation, and then the nonlinearity at moving boundary is avoided [1] . The final uniform bioheat transfer equation can be written as:
where C % is the effective heat capacity, k % the effective thermal conductivity, m Q % the effective metabolic heat generation, b ω % is the effective blood perfusion. These effective quantities can be defined as follows:
where ml T and mu T are the lower and upper phase transition temperatures of tissue, respectively.
Boundary conditions of calculation domain and cryoprobes are prescribed as: convective heat transfer coefficient between the environment and skin surface; and c T , f T , are respectively the temperatures of body core and surrounding air.
C. Parallel Algorithm
Serial problems can be parallelized by task or instruction. As presented in Fig 
1) Explicit Scheme
By explicit scheme, (5) expressed in a finite difference form:
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i j k is an approximation of the temperature at gird point at time t; x ∆ , y ∆ and z ∆ are the space steps in each space dimension; t ∆ and is time step. As above mentioned, it is stable under the restriction:
It was suggested in (15) that calculation of every interior grid point at certain time step only depends on itself and six neighbour grid points at last time step, which avoids heavy iterative computing. The merit facilitates explicit scheme to be parallelized easily.
Calculations of interior grid points was distributed by block to corresponding processors, which is independent of grid points of other blocks; border gird points exchanged required data through inter-block communications. Fig. 2 schematically illustrates the message passing process between blocks on a representative cross-section perpendicular to x direction.
2) Alternating Direction Implicit(ADI) Scheme
Peaceman-Rachford (P-R) scheme, Brain scheme and Douglas scheme are the three major ADI schemes for three-dimensional problems, among which P-R scheme is conditional stable but Brain scheme and Douglas scheme are unconditional stable [19] . Douglas scheme was employed in this work, due to its second-order accurate in both time and space [20] . The systems of discretized equations are given as: 2  2  2  2  3  3  3  3  , ,  1, ,  , ,  1, ,  2   1  1  1  3  3  3  , ,  1, ,  , ,  1, ,  2 1, , , 
where A is the tridiagonal coefficient matrix; X is the variable vector (denote temperature distribution along a line); R is the right vector.
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Coefficients for calculation of grid points on boundaries require to be revised in terms of boundary conditions. Thomas algorithm, which consists of a forward elimination phase and a backward substitution phase, is the classic solution to tridiagonal equations. Two auxiliary vectors ( i p and i q ) for the forward elimination phase are expressed as: And the backward substitution phase is defined as:
As showed in (21) and (22), the backward substitution phase depends on the results of the forward elimination phase. After block partition, processor for calculating second half of the forward elimination have to wait for processors for calculating first half of the forward elimination to finish their computing; reversely, the former processors have to wait for the latter ones to finish their backward substitution. Calculation at certain time step did not stop until all grid points are updated by repeatedly implementing this parallelized Thomas Algorithm along each grid line. A whole Thomas process only updated a line of grid point, but communicated twice, where single communication only send one value; in addition, half processors are in idle condition at any time. It is not a good parallel strategy, so we introduced the block pipelined method, which aggregates a cluster of communications into a single message to reduce unnecessary message passing, to obtain better parallel performance. Fig. 3 illustrates the schematic diagram of computing process by means of the block pipelined method in y direction. Calculations in other directions are similar. Communications between blocks are the same as those of explicit scheme. Details of the procedure are listed in Table . 
D. Parallel Performance
To assess the parallel performance of parallel explicit scheme and ADI scheme for cryosurgery, we introduced two basic evaluation criterions in homogeneous computers (The type of CPU, size and performance of memory, cache and other characteristics are exactly the same): speedup and efficiency [14] . Speedup ( p S ) is defined as:
where s T denotes computing time that a serial program executed on a parallel computer with the hypotheses that all CPUs are exclusively occupied; p T indicate the computing time that parallelized program executed by P processors working on P CPUs, respectively. Efficiency ( p E ) is expressed as: Table . Firstly, serial computer programs using explicit scheme and ADI scheme were validated through comparing the results of the one-dimensional analytic solution for a steady bioheat transfer problem of convective boundary at x = 0 and constant temperature boundary at x = 0.5 m (time steps of both schemes were Δt = 0.1s). Fig. 4 and 5 are the comparison outcome. Fig. 4 shows the temperature difference of above numerical solutions and analytic solution, and both schemes have high precision. In addition, the skin boundary is of two-order accuracy in space but core boundary the exact temperature value, thus, values on grid points near core boundary are more accurate. It is indicated in Fig. 5 that there are small numerical differences in results of the two schemes. Numerical results of ADI scheme are more close to those of analytic solution, since Douglas ADI scheme is two-order accuracy in time but explicit scheme is combined with only one-order time discretization.
Then, the influence of time step on computing time and accuracy was validated as well. A transient problem on above defined calculation domain was calculated with initial value of 37(the physical time is 1000s). The computing times are given in Table ; comparisons of accuracy are showed in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . It is showed in Table that computing time is nearly in inverse proportion to time step but in proportion to iteration time. Fig. 4 has proved the accuracy of one-dimensional numerical results when time step Δt = 0.1s, based on which subsequent tests and verifications of influence of time steps on accuracy are studied. Fig. 6 gives computing results of three time steps (Δt = 1s, 10s and 100s) correspondently subtracting those of time step Δt = 0.1s. The maximal temperature difference are less than 1.0 10 -3 and 1.0 10 -2 when time step are 1s and 10s, respectively, which can both be negligible in bioheat transfer. Moreover, the maximum is less than 0.05 when time step is 100s, which is acceptable. As depicted in Fig. 7 , the maximum temperature difference, however, comes up to 1.5 . In this case, the computing only iterates once, which is thereby more sensitive to initial stage oscillation. In this work, we developed a prediction on a threedimensional freezing problem by above mentioned parallel algorithm, and compared their temperature difference of gird points near probes (Table ) , normal grid point inside calculation domain (Table ) and grid points near boundaries (Table ) when whose freezing temperature is -196 (liquid nitrogen) or 0 (saline water). As given in these tables, (29, 50, 55) and (29, 45, 45) are respectively grid points 0.003m front of probe 1 and probe 2; (32, 50, 55) and (32, 45, 45) are grid points 0.006m front of probe 1 and probe 2, respectively; (15, 25, 25 ) is normal interior grid point near probes, whereas (40, 75, 75) away from probes; (1, 1, 1) and (49, 99, 99) are grid points at skin surface and near core body, respectively.
It is given in Table  that temperature difference of such schemes gradually increases and finally levels off, whose time interval from start to stabilization is about 800s. The final stable temperature difference is about 3. So computing has a bad but still acceptable outcome in resolution involving relative high temperature (saline water) at tips, which caused by steep temperature gradient between tissues and tips. It can result in high resolution outcome without a great amount of computing when local grid refinement is used around tips [23] . Fig. 6 presents the similar character of normal interior grid points. Nevertheless, the homologous time interval is longer (4000s). (15, 25, 25) , respectively.
The similar characters of grid points near domain boundaries are showed in Fig. 7. (1, 1, 1 , respectively. Final aggregated temperature differences of above grid points are given in Fig. 8 . Grid points of steep temperature gradient (near tips and inside 2) reveal obvious temperature difference, which results from low mesh density, but is still acceptable; this factor gradually attenuates and its influence diffuses to grid points away from probes (inside 1); temperature difference at skin is primarily affected by discretization of convective boundary condition, whose influence is small on computing; as core body boundary condition is constant temperature condition, there is rarely error of calculation and the difference is only affected by temporal and spatial discretization at its grid point (near core).
The size of computing cluster directly impacts the parallel performance of parallel ADI algorithm. A parallel computing was thus developed, with the setting that freezing time is 100s, time step is 0.1s, the number of processors is respectively set to 1, 2, 4, 5 and 8, the relationship of parameters is 2 nbx = nby = nbz, which indicate the size of cluster. Fig. 9 gives the relationship of computing time and cluster. The overall parallel run time consists of computing time by processors, waiting time and communication between processors. It is shown that the run time firstly decreases with the size of computing cluster. Since computing cluster aggregates a certain number of messages and calculates and calculates by a pipelined way, processors work spontaneously without unnecessary wait and the overall run time is therefore reduced. When nbx drops to 5, the parallel calculation reaches its optimal performance. At this moment, the overall run time is less than the actual physical time, which makes real-time monitoring and prediction possible. When nbx continues to decrease to 3, the overall run time augments markedly. The time cost of inter-block communication becomes the major factor relative to inter-processor waiting cost due to different computing times. It can be seen from Fig. 10 that speedups of the above two schemes raise with the number of processor. The speedup of parallel explicit scheme is 4.52, as well as 5.52 of parallel ADI scheme, when the processor number is 8. As a result, the performance of parallel ADI scheme is better during this study mentioned three-dimensional freezing problem subjected to multiple cryoprobes.
As illustrates in Fig. 11 , efficiencies drop with the number of processor. The efficiency of ADI scheme is higher than that of explicit scheme, which is in accord with the results in Fig. 10 . The performance of each processor does not enhance with the number of processor due to the restrictions of mounted hardware (CPU), while communication and waiting cost augment with processor. Consequently, the speedups lessen gradually, while the curves of the efficiencies are diametric. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this current work, the explicit scheme and the ADI scheme were parallelized to solve a three-dimensional freezing problem. The results showed that steep temperature gradient, temporal and spatial discretization precision influenced the accuracy of numerical results, where all the temperature results are acceptable. Since explicit scheme is easy for comprehension and parallelization, it was first parallelized to develop a suitable algorithm to accelerate computing. Time step restriction, however, limits its use in high precision computation. Therefore, we then developed a parallel ADI scheme by the block pipelined method. It is showed that whose parallel performance was not only impacted by the partition of calculation domain but also by the size of computing cluster. Results also indicated that its parallel performance was better than that of the parallel explicit scheme. This study introduced parallel computing into cryosurgery, based on which parallel treatment planning is hopeful to assist cryosurgeons to quickly obtain optimal protocols for cryosurgical treatment of complex shaped tumors and to intraoperatively achieve real-time predication.
